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Abstract. A sequence (d$, I < i <: H, is called gr;lphical if the r( exists a graph whose ith vertex 
has degree di for d i. It is shown that the sequeitces ‘di> ant.. (di-kj are graphical only if there 
exists a graph G whose degree sequence is <di> and which h:;s a regular subgraph with k lines at 
each vertex. Similiar theorems have been obtained for diyaphs. These theorems resolve con- 
jectures given by A.R. Rae and S.B. Rao, and by B. Griinbaum. 
0. Introduction 
Our aim in this paper is to prove the following two conjectures. The 
conjectures were made by Rao and Rao [ 81.) Grtir-baum [ 21 conjectur- 
ed independently the speszial case k = 1 of Conjec!_ xe 0.1. 
Conjecture Q.1. If t?te sequences (di> and (d,-k? a t: graphical, then Cd,) 
can be realized by a graph G which contains a k-_,kctc>r. 
Conjecture 0.2. If the seq~emxs (df , dl: ) and ‘dl? -k, d; -k) are reai- 
izable by &graphs, ihen the former sequence has a realization by a di- 
graph containing a .b@ctor. 
In fact, we shall prove a slightly more general form of each of the 
two conjectures. 
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We &;a11 assume that grapks (&graphs) have no multiple lines (arcs) 
and loops, and have a fixed set of vertices F’ = {u 1 , ~3,, . . . .< I),). A line 
with end points Ui and Uj in a graph is denoted by (Q,, vi), II nd SO u/ill 
be denoted the arc from ui to Uj in a digraph. A digraph may contain 
both the arcs (Vi, U$ and !Uj, Vi). It will be convenient o identify a 
graph (resp., a digraph) with its set of lines (resp., arcs). T!tne degree of 
1~ in a gmph is denoted by L$. In a digraph, Eli+ (d: j sta.ndsl for the 
cutdegree (indegee) of u, . The sequence (di) (respec5vely , id;, dir )) 
i$ called the degree seque:lce of the graph (resp., the digraph), and is 
said to be realizebi by G. ’ A subgraph F of a graph G, denoted by 
F C, G, hlas for its lines a subset of tke lines of G. A subdigrEaoh k de- . . 
fined in a similar way, Given a sequence (fci), a subgraph I;‘ i:; called a 
subfactor (of G) if the dz:grcSz of verte!x Ui in 6; is at most icP for all i; 
vertex Ui is said to be satumed if the degree is equal to ki, and unsat- 
urated otherwise. F is called a factor (‘more precisely, a LkikfXtOr) of 
G if all vertices are saturated. In that lcase F has degree stl:quence (ki,. 
‘These concl=pts can be extended in a natural way to digr.lphs where we 
assume given a sequence of p:ks of integers (k; , klF ), k; for the out- 
degree and kr for the indegree of vertex Ui. A vertex Ui is said to be 
o:lter (inner) saturated ill a subfactor F of digraph G if the o:cltcjegrr:e 
(iildegree)l of Ui is equal TO kf (kl~ ), etc. 'Ihe next definition is vital 
for most part of the plapzr atnd will be: a major tool in tht,lJ r,~o‘; S. Given 
an ordered pair of graphs G, H), we define an aZterna&g: path ils a se- 
quence P = No, -,x1 ), (x1, x,z), (x2, x3), .-, (+ X2t+l)] of dktinct 
lines such that (a) two consticutive lines ,a.re incident witli a: Cor’Imon 
vertex, and (b) (Xi. Xi+ 11~ belongs to G \ H or H \ G accorc.?ing asi is 
even or odd.” W&en G aqd H are two digraphs, we define, an ali iz,mat- 
ing c&k as a sequence of distinct arcs elf the form P = [ (1 :Q,, x, ‘)!, 
cX2, x1 1, (x2, x3 j, l . . , (x; ,f, x21+1 )I 2 whelre the ~CS (Xi, Xid. 1) belong to 
GW and arcs (Xi, 3ci _IL ) belong to LAG. Note that in an a!ternating chain 
the second, fourth, . . . arcs are traversed in the reverse direst: tion as one 
visits the vertices x0, .x1 I x2, . . . in that order. Finally, the number of 
lines (arcs) in P is said tcr be the length of P, and denoted t)y PI. 
: c is used to ckrote both a grsph and a digraph. However, no confusion is .iMy 
GW denotes the set of lines (ms) belonging to 4; but not H. 
to happen. 
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The paper is devided into two sections. Undirected graphs are con- 
sidered in Section 2? and Section 3 is devoted to directed graphs. 
2. Undirected graphs 
In this section, we shall prove a slightly generalized form of Con- 
jecture 0.1, where we allow two ki’S differ by at most cne. Conjecture 
0.1 is the special case ki = k for all i. 
Theorem 2.1. Lt?t (d,) <and (di- ki) be two graphical sequences with the 
property that for some k 2 0, k 5 ki 5 k f 1 for all i. T&en there mists 
a graph with degree sequence (di> containing: a (ki)-factor. 
The main steps in the proof by contratiiction are as follows. We 
choose realizing graphs G and H with degree sequences, respectively, 
(di> and (di-ki> and a subfactor F in G which is disjoint from H (i.e., 
;F S GM). First, we observe that if 6;’ is not a factor, then an alternat- 
ing path must exist whose end points are unsaturated. The next step is 
to show that this path can be used to rzonstruct new graphs G, H land 
F which give a larger value of m = i%l + lG n HI. The various construc- 
tions of G, H and F depending on the nature of the alternating p&h 
are hidden in the six-part proof of the theorem. The conclusion is that 
when w1 is maximum, F is a factor. 
h~f of Theorem 2.1. To simplify the matter, let G and M be a realizing 
graph of (di> and (eii-ki), respectively, and F be a (ki)-subfactor contain- 
ed in G\H such that 16 n HI + IpI = m is maximum. We can assume that 
F is not a factor. Let S = S(E) denote the set of unsaturated vertices. If 
vertex Iji $ S, then it is not hard to see that tlere exsts an alternating 
path P with respect o the pair of graphs <GV’, H joining vertex ui to 
some vertex (possibly same as Ui) in V\S. Let P= [(x0, x1 ), (x1, x2 2, . . . . 
(+ X2t+l )I z where ~0 = Ui, be such a path of shortest length. A contra- 
diction is derived by showing that IPI is both less than 7 and greater than 
S. It is important to note that vertices x1 and x2t are necessarily satdrat- 
ed (since F is a largest subfactor in G\H). The proof has six parts l-6 
in all. 
. If (yo,yl) E H\G, (yl, yz) E G\ but is not in F, and Cy2, y3) 
, then Q. ya> E HLG. 
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Proof. If we had (J+,, y3) E C, we could delete it and (yl, y2) f :om @, 
3n.d. introduce CVO,, y ) (and y3) as lines of G. If (Ye, y3) wf re in F, 
we would also delete it from E In bo+ ‘*ws, the value of WJ is increased. 
If we had (y0,y3) $ H, then we XUG _’ ‘5 and (~5 .v3) from a ’ 
Hand add the lines (yO, y3) &and’ @i,,* tin increasing m. 
2. Let Q = [(yO, y1 9, (J-~, J@, . . . . (V 2q, Y~~+~)I , q 2 1, Eve an akmt- 
iug path with respect to the ordered pc;ir (6, HJ which i,!; disjoint from F, 
If yo # yzq+l and cV~~,y2q+i) (E Q, then ti~~~~+l) belowe to GW 
Proof. The proof is similar to Wt 01‘ Part 1 and will be orniljtec 1. 
It will be shown in Part 6 (being postponed for reasons that will bc- 
come clear fater) that the shortest alternating path p has at l,no+t five 
lines. Moreover, if the length of P is five, then x 1,, = x4 (see Kg,, 1 ).3 We 
shall show that both IPI = 3 and IPI = 5 contradict he maximality of 
m, In ihe case lP( = 3, there are two possibilities: x0 # x3 (see Fig. 2) 
arid x0 = r3. The more dif?xlt case x0 = x3 will be considerecI in Part 
4 and 5, while Part 3 dzals aitla the other two cases. 
Part 3. Each of the fclllowing txwo assumption: contradicts the ,Inarcimal- 
ity 0.f m. The shortest alternating path P has 
(j ) 5 lines, 
(ii) 3 lines and dist(inct end points. 
Proof. Let y = x5 or x3 according as we are in case! (i) or (ii j’. Ir II view 
of Part 2, (x0* y) E GM!, and moreover, the vertices x0 and y 1~ eing 
unsaturated, we have (x,, V) E F. Thus kCy) 2 2, where k(y) = ki if 
y = Ui, which in turn impks that k-(x1 ) 2 1. Recall that x1 is s llturated 
and let (x 1 9 u) E E In case (ii), we can assume that u # y. F;or I~therxke 
k(y) >, 3, and hence k:(xt ) being at least 2, there exists a vertelc: t,-k- ~3 
such that (u, x1 ) E F. Now WC define a subfactor ,r;l = F+ (x0, . yl ) - 
(u, .q ); fFI = IF’1 and the vertices u and y are unsaturated in F”. Re- 
piaci ng (x0, x 1 ) by (u, x 1 ) in P, we get an aitematin gpath which is dis- 
joint from F’. We conclude as above that (u, y) E F’, or equivalently 
CU. Y,) E E Repeated application of the above rcrgument leads to k(y) 
> t2 ytlhich is impossible. 
3 
Fig. i -4 the letters QI and p inckfte, respectively, that the line belongs to GW md &AG. 
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X 
B 
x4-x1 e B x3 a x0 --- J% 
Fig. 1. The shortest alternating path P = 
[(x0, xl), (XI, x2), . . . . (x4,x5)1 of length 
five. The broken liire (~0, ~5) belongs to F. 
part 4. Suppose IP( = 3 and x0 = x3. Then there exists at least on? line 
of .El incident with the vertex x0 which is not in G. 
Proop- Otherwise iI(x,) = degree 
x1 I3 x2 bd a a x() --- x3 
Fk 2. PI = 3 and x0 f x3. The line (x0, x3) 
belongs to E 
Lzt (u, x1 ) E F, and F’ be defined as in the proof of Part 3. However, 
with respect o the alternating path Q = [(u, x1 ), (x1, x2), (x2, x3)] we 
are back to Part 3(ii) which is shown to give a contradiction. The asser- 
tion is proved. 
We next show that Part 4 cannot possibly be true either. 
part 5. If IPI = 3 and x0 = x3, then the degree of x0 in H\G is zero. 
Proof. If possible, let there be a line incident wi1.h x0 which is in H but 
not. G. Consider ah alternating paths Q with respect o the pair (G\F, IY> 
which contains the path P properly as an initial part and terminates in 
the set VU Pt is easy to show that such a path, indeed, exists. Clearly, 
a path Q cannot return to xIO =x3 after(x2,x3). LetQ=PuPo be 
the shortest alternating path containing l? First, we show that IPO I= 2 
(see Fig. 3). Suppose that I&) I 2 3 and kt (x3, -x4 1, (x4 x5 ), (x5, x6 ) 
be the first three lines or PO. In view of Part 1 and th;: 9ternating paths 
Fig. 3. To show that x0 h;is degree zero in bi\G. PO = ((x3, x4), (~4, x5)]. . 
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Fig. 4. 
[(x1,x2), (x2.x3), ix3,x4)l and f(+,q), (+x3), (x3~4)l, we 
get(X4,xlh-Ux 4, x2) belong to PI/G. S imilar~y, one cdn show using 
Part 2 ,fhat (x5, +) f CM? for 1 15 j 5 3. It follc~ws that the vertices 
ix;: _ _ 1 < j < 6) are distinct, andi (x3, x6 ) which is in If\ 45 due to Part 
? does not belong to Q. Now we can replace the first three lines of PO 
by the sin@e line (x3, x6) and obtain a shorter alternating path Q’, 
a contradiction” Thus PO hias only two lines. Btlt then the alternating 
path E(+ x1 ), (Xl, .x4$), (x,, x5)] end the ass,~rtio~ 3(G) are in con- 
tradiction with each other. This completes the proof of Part 5. 
The assertions 3-S together with a proof of IPI 5 5 will complete 
the proof of thle theorem. As our final step in the proof we show that: 
Part 6. I’S =: [(x0, x1 ), (x1, x2 1, . ..? (xzr, x2t.bl 11 is the shortest alternat- 
ing path from x0 = Vi to an msdturated ver,tex 2t+l and X0 itself is un- 
saturated, tken P has at 1720s~ 5 lines. 
Proofi It suffices to shov: that two successive lanes of P belonging to Ii 
are incident with a common vertex. We shall regard for the moment 
that the lines of P are oriented in the direction Xi to Xi+1 . In order to 
stress the orientation we sometimes write them as [Xi, xi.+& (read: arc 
(xi, Xi+1 )). First, we observe that at each vertex Uj the path P may not 
have more than one line from each of t;;; anal G directed from Uj. For 
example, if <here were two lines of H dxreci,ed from u,!, then one of them 
preceded the Qthzr in the sequence .P9 and t1hr: subJequ,lence b tween 
them would contain an alternating cyclic of even length, contradicting 
the *maximaMy of m. Similar remarks hAAd for the lines of p directed 
into ~j- Suppose now that (xi, xi+1 ) and (Xi+z, Jri+3) are two consecutive 
Iines of P n H which do not have a common vertex, i.e., xi # Xi+3. It 
@q to .H\ G, 2nd them (Xi, Xi+3 )
rust be in F’(otherwise, we co ace the lines (Xi, X,/,1 ), (Xi+l, Xi+2 11, 
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0. l+*?fdi+3 ) by the line (Xi, Xi+3 ) in P aving a shorter alternakg path) 
and be oriented from Xi+3 into Xi (see Fig. 4). Let (x+~, xi) and 
cxi, xj+ 1 = xi+3 ) be the two lines of P immediately preceding (Xi+ 3, Xi); 
the line (x$-r, xi) exists if X~ + x0. Note that the vertices xi, xi__1 and 
yp, where’; 5 p 6 i + 3, are distinct. l[n view of Part 1, (Xi, X~_~ ) belongs IL 
to H\t!! and it is not in th: path ?? But then there is a shorter alternat- 
ing pat?. than P obtained by replacing the subsequence [ (Xj_l, x,>, 
(.yi, xi+lJ).l, Cxi+3t Xi)] by (Xj_1, Xi). Therefore Xj = ~0. Likewise, the 
line fo?owing (Xi+31 Xi)- must be (Xi, xzt+ 1 )- . NOW we have the fol- 
lowing’kternkng path [(x0, Xi+3), (xi+39 Xi), (Xi, xst+l )] 9 2. contradic- 
tion. Hence-xi =: Xi+ 3. 
Remark 2.2. (a) Since the existence of a (Q-factor implies the existence 
of a (di-&)-factor, and vice-versa, it is ecsugh to assume that t5.e inequal- 
itieskI&<k+ 1 holdforfi = ki or f;: = cii-k, and all i. More:)ver, by 
considering the complement graphs, one can show that Theorem 2.1 
holds true if the inequalities k <_ di 5 k + 1 are valid and k,‘s are ar- 
bitrary. Thus it suffices to #assume that one of the sequences (di), (ki) 
and tdi-ki> satisfy the almost regularity condition. 
(b) To construct the required graphs G and F one may proceed as 
follows. Start with arbitrarj realizing graphs G at+ H for the sequences 
<di> and tdi-kij, respectively. Choose any subfactor F contained in G 
but disjoint from H which is maximal as a set of lines. tf F is not a 
factor, the11 an alternating path joining two unsaturated vertices nay 
be obtained. INow use one of the various co_!structions indicated in the 
proofs of l-6 to increase the current value of IFI + IG n HI. Repeat 
the last two steps until 6; is a factor. 
The following example shows that the theorem may not be true if 
the maximum and minimum of kiy 1 <_ i < n, differ by two or more. 
Example 2.3. Let (di) = (5,5,4,3,3,2> and (ki) = (3,3,1,3,3,1>. Both the 
sequences are graphical. It is easy to see that there is n3 realization of 
(d$ containing the (unique) realizing graph for (d,-k,>. Another 6:x- 
ample would be the sequences (4,3,2,2,1) and (1,2,0,0,1>. 
is a direct consequence of Theorem 2. 
] an connected factors. 
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C~~dlary 2.4. Let (d’+ be a non-increasing sequence. Then there exists 
a realization of (di) co fztaining a hamiltonian cycle if anid only if 
(:1) the sequences (di) and <di-.2> are graphical, and 
(ii) the .fo,!lo wing inequality holds for a21 p < 3 n : 
E di < p(?I-g -I)+ C 
Sp izn-p+ 1 
di l 
01:~ next corollary is an extension of a theorem of Rao and R.ao. 
Corotlwry 2.5. If there exists a realizing graph of (di) containing a k- 
factor, then jtv U C p < k, where p = k (mod 2) if n is odd, there exists 
a rearVzing graph lcon taining a p-fgc tor. 
ProsK it suffices to show that (di-p) is graphical. However, this follows 
from some symmetrization (as observed by AR. Rao) of a theorem of 
Fulktrrcon [ 1 j( on the existence of (O,l)-matrices with given row sums 
and coltrmn sums. 
Tlhe case 1p = k (mod 2) anId arbitrary 12 was obtained previously by 
Rao and Rao [ 71. 
3. Direr ted ;graphs 
%n this section, we prove a generalizd form of the second conjecture. 
The generalization consists of choosing only one of the two sequences 
(kf) and (kf ‘I constant, and leave the other one arbitrary. 
Theorem 3.1. Let (di+, di-_ ) be a g,rl?phical sequence and (kr . k; ) have 
the property that for some k 2 0, k = k; (or, k = k; for that mstter) 
for ar!l i. Then there exists a realizing digraph of (di+, dfT ) contairsirng a 
ckf , k; bjactor if aizd only if&e sequence <d,? - kr , dI: -k,: ) is graphical. 
That the sequence (dIT -4.: d; -kl: ) be graphical is clearly necessary. 
The essence of the theorem i!,< the fact that it is also sufficient I Coljjecture 
0.2 is the special case of Theorem 3.1 9 where ki = kj: = k for all i. The 
main idea in the proof of Theorem 3.1 by contradiction is very si.rAilar 
tc the one used in growing T’hIsorem 2.3. Now the alternating chairps enter 
game replacing the al ternating paths. It so ‘happens that the 
proof its somewhat less involvl::d in the case of digraphs. 
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Proof of T’ht ~rem 3.1. Let G and H b? two digraphs with degree se- 
quences ($T, d;) and (c$! -kt, d; -k; ), respectively, and let F “r,e a
(ki, kf ) subfactor contained in GM We shall assume that the digraphs 
G, H and Fare so chosen that m = lF1 + 16 n Hl is maximum and prove 
that F is a factor. Suppose that F is not a factor, and let Wi be a vertex 
which is not outer saturated. It is not hard to see that there exists an 
alternating chain P = I!+), “I), (99 x1 ), (x29 x3), l -*7 @-2J -?CZt+] )I 
with respect o the pair of digraphs (G\F, ,@ whose initial vertex is 
vi = xQ and the final vertex x2t+l is inner unsaturated. There are two 
cases to consider: (a) x0 f x?!+~, and (b) x0 = x2tcl. We first observe 
that if x0 # xZr+r, then (x0, X2t+l ) $6 P: This is proved as follows. As- 
sume the contract, and let (x0, XZt+l ) be the jth arc in P If (x0, x2r+l ) 
E H, then the firs: j arcs of P form a close{1 alternating chain. On the 
other hand if (x0. xZt+ 1 ) E G, we get the first (j- 1) arcs of P form a 
closed alternating chain. But how can at all such a chain exist if YYE is
maximum! If we diet P’ denote the closed chain, then we lzould delete 
the arcs G n P’ from G and introduce the arcs H n P’ to G, increasing 
the value of m. Thus (X o, x 2t+l j $ P and, for similar reasons, it must 
belong to G\H. Consequently, (x0, x2t_ 1 ) E F. Now we go back to the 
consideration of the cases (a) and (b). 
(a) Suppose x0 # X2t+l . Since k- (x1 ) = k- (.x2t+l ) > 2, where tV (‘7) 
= klT if Y = Vi, there exists a vertex u such that (21, x1 ) E F, and . 
u # Qt+l l We form the subfactor F’ = F+ (x0, xl)-(IL, x1 ); IF1 = IF’!. 
Replacing the arc (x0, x1) by (u, x1) in P we get an alternating chain 
with respect o (G\F’, H). This implies that (14, x2t+l ) E F’ and hence 
it belongs to E But this being true for all u, we get k- (xzf+ 1 ) 2 k- (.x l ) 
+ I (discounting one for the possibility that (x2t+l, x1 > E F) which is 
a contradiction. 
(b) Suppose .yO = JV~~+~. Then k-(x,) = k-T(x2t+l > 2 I. As in case 
(a), one can show that for every vsrtex Ed, where (u, x1 ) E F, the arc 
04 XZt+l E is in F. Once again we get k- (x~~+ 1 ) Z k- (x1 ) + 1. The 
theorem is proved. 
Remarks similar to those following Theorem 2.1 hold true for the 
digraphs. In particular, Theorem 3.1 is true if any of (dl?), $3, 
<dir -kr), or the corresponding sequences of indegrees i  constant. Ex- 
ample 3.2 shows that Theorem 3.1 is sharp in the sense that I here are 
sequences where none of the indegree or outdegree sequences arL con- 
stant and for which the cone usion is false. 
Exmpk 3.2. The following are three sequences that are realizable by 
digraphs. The outde,grees in the second sequence vary only by 1 D Yet 
zre is no digraph whose degree sequence is the first sequexxe a~18 
wikh contains a factor given by the second sequence. 
((4,4), (3931, (2,2), (2,2), (1 ,lY , 
Wi, U,2), W), UW), WN, 
{(3,3), (2,1), (1,2), (2,2), (O,W - 
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